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1 Motivation
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), a branch of deep learning designed for non-Euclidean data, have emerged

as a powerful tool for analyzing interconnected information.
The rapid accumulation of biological network data has opened new avenues for understanding complex

biological systems. GNNs are particularly well-suited for analyzing these intricate networks, as they are able to
capture the inherent non-linear relationships and hierarchical structures present in biological data [1].

This work focuses on applying GNNs to detect and characterize evolutionary patterns in Pseudomonas
fluorescens SBW25, a common model organism in microbial evolution [2].

2 Methods
Public graph databases Starting from a de-novo hybrid assembly and manual genome annotation [3], we
curated a graph database [4] containing all known genomic features, their products and functions as well as
cross references to domain specific databases, such as the protein database Uniprot, the KEGG database of
metabolic pathways, and orthology databases. In this way, our graph is integrated in a public knowledge graph
enabling to enrich our graph representation and improve the contextual understanding for the GNN algorithms
of evolutionary processes across different biological domains and scales.

Node level, edge level, graph level The next steps of our work will involve exploring different approaches
leveraging GNN architectures.

Considering the three different levels in which a graph can be analysed - the node level, link or edge level and
the graph level - we propose the following approaches to capture the complexities of Pseudomonas fluorescens’
evolutionary processes: The node level classification could help us classify genetic elements based on their
evolutionary significance, potentially identifying genes or regulatory regions that are hotspots for adaptive
changes. Edge prediction could be employed in forecasting potential genetic interactions and evolutionary
relationships, possibly predicting future adaptive mutations or gene transfer events . The graph level of analysis
can be used to generate synthetic graph structures, which may allow us to predict evolutionary trajectories and
test hypotheses about adaptive processes.
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